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From Miami chic to
Cottagecore, this season
has all the looks you
need to stay on trend.
Cover: All The Right Angles Signature
Rug pg. 4, featuring In The Deep in
Bone and Black shown on pg. 47.

ART
TAKES
THE
FLOOR

This summer, make your home uniquely
yours with a personalized rug that can
come in any color or pattern under the sun.
Made from sustainable carpet tiles, our
rugs are soft, durable, and can brighten
up any space thanks to our custom
sizing options. From Art Deco motifs to
natural textures and maximalist patterns,
your summer style is one rug away.

Buy Your Way
Design your space, your way with our carpet tile design
that lets you customize patterns, colors, and sizes of
your rug. We make it easy to find a FLOR style that
fits your vision with three simple ways to shop.

CARPET TILES

DESIGN YOUR OWN

SIGNATURE RUGS

Start at square one with
hundreds of colors and
patterns to create a custom
look with ease. Each tile
measures 19.7" (50cm).

Bring your rug to life
with our Design Studio
tool for a style that’s
beautiful, functional,
and uniquely you.

Our Signature area rugs
take the guesswork out of
rug shopping. All you do
is choose the size, put it
together, and enjoy.

FLOR.com

FLOR.com/design-studio

FLOR.com/signature-rugs

866.281.3567 | F L O R . C O M
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W H AT I N S P I R E S Y O U R S T Y L E ?

SHADES
OF MIAMI

The city of Miami inspires me the most.
I love the colorful eccentricness, the
tan lines, all of it. I live in the Art Deco
district, and I can walk out the door
and feel inspired by all the buildings
in beautiful blues and pinks. There’s
color everywhere in Miami Beach.
FLOR.com/TravisLondon

Step inside the colorful Miami Beach
condo of Travis London, interior designer
and founder of Studio London Co. Located
in the heart of Miami’s Art Deco district,
London’s condo is a pastiche of bold patterns,
saturated hues, and tropical vibes. We sat
down with London (and his three adorable
dogs) to talk about color, inspiration, and the
vibrancy of Miami Beach. Read on for his
style tips, and don’t forget to share your own
iconic looks on social with #myFLOR.

To read the full story about
Travis London and his
Miami Beach style, visit
FLOR.com/TravisLondon

New

Aperitif
21-1548

Signature Rug

All The Right Angles
63-2163

$385-$1155
4 F L O R . C O M | Need inspiration? #myFLOR

Available in 1 color, three sizes.

866.281.3567 | F L O R . C O M
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T E L L U S A B O U T YO U R S PAC E .

Knit Wit

I am the founder of Studio London
Co., a design company based here in
Miami Beach. My approach to design
is very colorful, very bold, and full
of authenticity. I try to express my
clients’ personalities in a way that
they can’t in their day-to-day lives.

21-1528

Distinctive yet distinguished, this
cozy Berber rug is woven with
metallic threading for just a touch
of shine. Shown in Beige/Silver.
$32 / TILE
—
5' × 7' — $384
8' × 10' — $960
10' × 12' — $1,344

FLOR.com/TravisLondon

Create your own size at FLOR.com

Beige/Silver

Chalk/Silver

Black/Silver

Porpoise/Gold

Signature Rug

Round Haus
63-2164

$291-$932
Available in 1 color, four sizes.

Made You Look
21-1361

Bring every big, colorful dream
to life. This box of crayons works
well across collections and can
be cut to create a unique design.
Shown in Black, Bone, and Eggnog.
Additional colors shown on pg. 17.
$16 / TILE
—
5' × 7' — $192
8' × 10' — $480
10' × 12' — $672

Black

Bone

Eggnog

Coral

Pearl

Bright White

Copper

Patina

Frost

Flannel Blue

Kiwi

Mink

Spa

Bark

Lavender

Beige

Marigold

Tawny

Red

Berry

Pink

Orange

Clementine

Forest

Grape

Stone

Grey

Mahogany

Pigeon

Chalk

Clover

Magenta

Tangerine

Persimmon

Iris

Scarlet

Emerald

Titanium

Granite

Fieldstone

Loam

Purple

+

5

More
Colors on
pg. 17
Aquamarine

6 F L O R . C O M | Need inspiration? #myFLOR

Light Blue

Blue Jay

Tidal

Lapis

Ocean

Indigo

Cobalt

Turquoise

Iron

Mica

Slate

Flint

866.281.3567 | F L O R . C O M
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WHY DID YOU CHOOSE FLOR?

My space is an odd size, so I love
that I was able to customize the
size of my FLOR rug. And you
can work with the FLOR team to
customize your rug in different
colors and shapes. Customization
is the truest form of luxury, and
FLOR makes it affordable.
FLOR.com/TravisLondon

Doe Re Mi
21-1487

Where classic and contemporary
come together. This antelope pattern
blends beautifully for a smooth and
seamless look. Shown in Black.
$26-$28 / TILE
—
5' × 7' — $312-$336
8' × 10' — $780-$840
10' × 12' — $1,092-$1,176
Create your own size at FLOR.com

Black

Sable

Indigo

Pebble

Tundra/Silver

Eggnog/Gold

Grey

Photo by Black Lacquer Design

London Twill
21-1504

From kings to newsboys, British
menswear has inspired them
all—including this woven design.
Shown in Flint/Pearl.
$18 / TILE
—
5' × 7' — $216
8' × 10' — $540
10' × 12' — $756
Create your own size at FLOR.com

Flint/Pearl

Pigeon

Mica

Flint

Still deciding?
SAMPLE WITH
$2 SWATCHES

8 F L O R . C O M | Need inspiration? #myFLOR

866.281.3567 | F L O R . C O M
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HOW DO YOU CHOOSE

Palm Reader

A RUG WHEN YOU’RE
D E S I G N I N G A S PAC E ?

21-1467

A hint of nature and touch of glamour
come together in this lush rug style.
This pattern’s easy-going personality
suits a range of styles, from the dramatic
to Mid-Century Modern. Shown in Kale.

FLOR.com/TravisLondon

$26 / TILE
—
5' × 7' — $312
8' × 10' — $780
10' × 12' — $1,092
Create your own size at FLOR.com

Kale

Aquamarine

I always pick the rug after the
furniture and the wall colorings—
it’s the finishing touch. You
want a rug that can take a lot of
traffic and has an easy cleanup.

Tundra

Twisted Spokes
21-1394

This graphic pattern adds
dimension and interest to any
space. Super fun for playrooms and
still sophisticated for grown up
playrooms, too. Shown in Maize.
$20 / TILE
—
5' × 7' — $240
8' × 10' — $600
10' × 12' — $840
Create your own size at FLOR.com

Grey

Maize

Kiwi

Teal

Persimmon

Clementine

Black

Light Blue

Tidal

Mod Cow

Fedora

21-1357

21-1019

This classic hide design mimics
the natural patterns found on
the farm—every square is an
original. Shown in Black.

A classic with an original backstory:
It’s made from plastic bottles. It
feels like felt and looks dapper
in any room. Shown using quarter
cuts in Salt and Pepper.

$25 / TILE
—
5' × 7' — $300
8' × 10' — $750
10' × 12' — $1,050

$9 / TILE
—
5' × 7' — $108
8' × 10' — $270
10' × 12' — $378

Create your own size at FLOR.com

Create your own size at FLOR.com

Black

Brown

Tan

Grey
Salt

Pepper

Turmeric

Zinc

Sesame

Cinnamon

Juniper

Citron

866.281.3567 | F L O R . C O M
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W H AT A R E Y O U R T I P S F O R

Heavy Metal

Gatsby

DESIGNING WITH COLOR?

21-1530

Go big or go home. This showstopping pattern features metallic
threads for a look with major wow
factor. Shown in Pearl/Gold.
$32 / TILE
—
5' × 7' — $384
8' × 10' — $960
10' × 12' — $1,344

Every room has a different feeling. Who
we are in the bedroom is different from
who we are in the living room, where we
entertain. Look in your closet at what
colors you wear when you want to feel fun
and playful, and use them in the living
room. The colors you wear to feel sexy and
sensual, incorporate into the bedroom.

21-1520

Inspired by the Art Deco designs of
the 1920s, this reimagined Greek key
pattern is woven with opulent metallic
threads. Shown in Bone/Silver.
$32 / TILE
—
5' × 7' — $384
8' × 10' — $960
10' × 12' — $1,344

FLOR.com/TravisLondon

Create your own size at FLOR.com

Pearl/Gold

Tundra/Silver

Flint/Gold

Create your own size at FLOR.com

Titanium/
Silver

Bone/Silver

Flint/Gold

Spice/Gold Turquoise/Silver

You’re So Vein
21-1542

Metallic veining and rich hues come
together in this style reminiscent of
marble. Shown in Maize/Silver.
$28 / TILE
—
5' × 7' — $336
8' × 10' — $840
10' × 12' — $1,176
Create your own size at FLOR.com

Maize/Silver

Cobalt/Silver

Spice/Silver

Beige/Silver

Coral/Silver

FLOR tiles come in
19.7" × 19.7" squares
(50cm × 50cm)
12 F L O R . C O M | 866.281.3567

866.281.3567 | F L O R . C O M
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PASTEL
POP
Bold lines and organic shapes meet
soft shades of pastel for a contemporary
aesthetic with a sweet touch.

High Hopes
21-1533

What’s bright, playful, and patterned all over?
This rug makes a statement in lively colorways to
add dimension to your home. Shown in Blush.
Dusty Blue

Cloud

Cobalt

Tundra

Flint

Teal

Pearl

Spice

Blush

Maize

Flannel Blue

$26 / TILE
5' × 7' — $312, 8' × 10' — $780, 10' × 12' — $1,092
Create your own size at FLOR.com

14 F L O R . C O M | Need inspiration? #myFLOR

866.281.3567 | F L O R . C O M
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Thick And Thin

21-1341

21-1532

Heavy foot traffic is no problem
for this rug’s tidy rows of tightly
looped nylon. Shown in Gold.

Line up your style with stripes in
contrasting colors and weights. This
durable yet stylish look is perfect
for any space. Shown in Wave.

$14 / TILE
—
5' × 7' — $168
8' × 10' — $420
10' × 12' — $588

pastel pop

Level Setting

$14 / TILE
—
5' × 7' — $168
8' × 10' — $420
10' × 12' — $588

Create your own size at FLOR.com

Create your own size at FLOR.com

Gold

Black

Olive

Grey
Wave

Teal

Seafoam

Clementine

Blue
Cobalt

Parallel Reality

Made You Look

21-1306

21-1361

This customer favorite gives a space
impact and motion with gently rolling
stripes of color. Shown in Teal.

Bring every big, colorful dream
to life. This box of crayons works
well across collections and can
be cut to create a unique design.
Shown in Bone and Seafoam.

$20 / TILE
—
5' × 7' — $240
8' × 10' — $600
10' × 12' — $840

$16 / TILE
—

5' × 7' — $192
8' × 10' — $480
10' × 12' — $672

Create your own size at FLOR.com

Create your own size at FLOR.com

Teal

Seaway

Beach Front

Pink

Bone

Purple

Rainbow

Grey

Blush

+

Burgundy

Teal

54

More
Colors on
pg. 6
Mint

Green

Seafoam

Maize

Coastal

16 F L O R . C O M | Need help with sizing? 12 tiles = 5x7 | 30 tiles = 8x10 | 42 tiles = 10x12

866.281.3567 | F L O R . C O M
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pastel pop

$20 / TILE
—
5' × 7' — $240
8' × 10' — $600
10' × 12' — $840
Create your own
size at FLOR.com

New

Industrious
21-1552

Durable enough to withstand heavy
traffic from feet and paws alike, this
textured rug can add a new level of detail
to any room with minimal effort. Shown
using quarter cuts in Beige and Iron.

Beige

Iron

Cobalt

Granite

Black

Topaz

Scarlet

Marigold

Mahogany

Lime

Bark

Ready for a refresh? Most styles
ship within two business days.

$25 / TILE
—
5' × 7' — $300
8' × 10' — $750
10' × 12' — $1,050
Create your own
size at FLOR.com

Turkish Smoke
21-1420

This pattern has the delicate tones of
natural birch wood. Great on its own
for a seamless, subtle look. It also
pairs well with patterns for a high
contrast vibe. Shown in Pigeon.

18 F L O R . C O M | Need inspiration? #myFLOR

Pigeon

Frost

Tan

Black

Get The Look

See how we created this rug at
FLOR.com/getthelook
Grey

Products with this icon are made with CQuest™

| F LO R .C O M
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pastel pop

Pleats And Thanks
21-1517

This sisal-inspired rug features
pleated breaks that create a seamless
diamond pattern. Shown in Beige.
$24 / TILE
—
5' × 7' — $288
8' × 10' — $720
10' × 12' — $1,008
Create your own size at FLOR.com

Beige

Indigo

Pigeon

Send us your used FLOR tiles and
we’ll recycle them into brand-new
looks. Visit FLOR.com/recycle.

Finer Things
21-1020

Reminiscent of a Berber, this
hardworking design is great for
rooms with heavy traffic. Each tile
has subtle differences, giving the rug
a seamless look. Shown in Cream.
$16 / TILE
—
5' × 7' — $192
8' × 10' — $480
10' × 12' — $672
Create your own size at FLOR.com

$32 / TILE
—
5' × 7' — $384
8' × 10' — $960
10' × 12' — $1,344
Create your own
size at FLOR.com

Chasing Pavement

Cream

21-1484

For a sophisticated pattern that
pops, dress up your room in
our favorite neutral—metallic.
Shown in Chalk/Silver.

20 F L O R . C O M | Our carpet tiles measure 19.7" (50cm) square

Chalk/Silver

Titanium/
Silver

Pearl/Gold

Taupe

Sand

Flint/Gold

Still deciding?
SAMPLE WITH
$2 SWATCHES

866.281.3567 | F L O R . C O M
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New

One Liner

POETIC
COMFORT

21-1546

With a cheerful banded pattern
and a variety of hues, this
witty rug has the last word on
stripes. Shown in Chalk/Mica.

Neutral tones and woven patterns
create a romantic space with
natural, minimalistic harmony.

$22 / TILE
—
5' × 7' — $264
8' × 10' — $660
10' × 12' — $924
Create your own size at FLOR.com

Chalk/Mica

Pearl/
Fieldstone

Pigeon/Flint

New

Small Talk
21-1545

New

Durable and minimalistic—this
geometric patterned rug is a great
way to start a room or a conversation.
Shown in Pearl/Fieldstone.

Banter
21-1547

Make the first move with this
durable, woven diamond pattern
that shows off your playful side.
Shown in Pearl/Fieldstone.

$22 / TILE
—
5' × 7' — $264
8' × 10' — $660
10' × 12' — $924

$22 / TILE
—
5' × 7' — $264

Create your own size at FLOR.com

8' × 10' — $660
10' × 12' — $924
Create your own size at FLOR.com

Pearl/
Fieldstone

Chalk/Mica

Pigeon/Flint
Pearl/
Fieldstone

22 F L O R . C O M | Need inspiration? #myFLOR

Chalk/Mica

Pigeon/Flint

866.281.3567 | F L O R . C O M
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poetic comfort

Something Concrete
21-1393

Concrete doesn’t have to be cold. This
modern rug design brings the raw, urban
textures of a warehouse loft into a warm,
inviting rug texture. Shown in Cream.
$22 / TILE
—
5' × 7' — $264
8' × 10' — $660
10' × 12' — $924
Create your own size at FLOR.com

Cream

Light Grey

Tan

Charcoal

Brown

Easy to clean and easy to love.
When life gets messy, simply pick
up a tile to spot-clean or replace.

Full Break
21-1538

Talk about handsome. This menswearinspired pattern gives any room a
tailor made look. Shown in Mica.
$14 / TILE
—
5' × 7' — $168
8' × 10' — $420
10' × 12' — $588
Create your own size at FLOR.com

Mica

$18 / TILE
—
5' × 7' — $216
8' × 10' — $540
10' × 12' — $756
Create your own
size at FLOR.com

Tweed Indeed

Pearl

Red

Dune

Lichen

Clementine

Wheat

Peat

Maize

Black

21-1454

Elegant, understated, and rich.
This classic tweed pattern is
similar in look and feel to a flatweave rug. Shown in Pearl.

Payments made easy. Learn
more at FLOR.com/affirm
Kiwi

24 F L O R . C O M | 866.281.3567

Stone

Cobalt

Black

Products with this icon are made with CQuest™

| F LO R .C O M
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poetic comfort

Hemisphere
21-1549

Rugs with this symbol are
carbon negative meaning they
draw more carbon from the
atmosphere than is released
to make them. The carbon
negative materials in our
CQuest™BioX backing, in
combination with ECONYL®
yarn, and our tufting processes,
result in carbon negative rugs.

Ground your space with a design
that mimics the layers of the
Earth. Shown in Black.
Must be installed using FLORdot+.

$20 / TILE
—
5' × 7' — $240
8' × 10' — $600
10' × 12' — $840

To learn more visit

FLOR.com/carbon

Create your own size at FLOR.com

Black

Pigeon

Tan

Stratosphere
21-1550

Talk about a breath of fresh air. This
light and breezy style is inspired by the
Earth’s atmosphere. Shown in Pigeon.

Peninsula
21-1551

Like the bands of land and water that
surround a peninsula, this style features
gently rolling stripes of color. Shown
in Black, with Stratosphere in Pigeon,
and Hemisphere in Pigeon, pg. 27.

Must be installed using FLORdot+.

$20 / TILE
—

5' × 7' — $240
8' × 10' — $600
10' × 12' — $840

Must be installed using FLORdot+.

$20 / TILE
—
5' × 7' — $240
8' × 10' — $600
10' × 12' — $840

Create your own size at FLOR.com

Pigeon

Black

Tan

Create your own size at FLOR.com

Get The Look

See how we created this rug at
Black

Grey

Mahogany

26 F L O R . C O M | Need inspiration? #myFLOR

FLOR.com/getthelook

866.281.3567 | F L O R . C O M
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poetic comfort

Fully Barked

Carry A Torch

21-1409

21-1391

Deep ridges of velvet in earthy shades
make a rug that is both durable
and attractive. Shown in Beige.

Luxe contrasting yarns rendered in
an irregular pattern come together
effortlessly to create an incredibly soft
and lush area rug. Shown in Cream.

$16 / TILE
—
5' × 7' — $192
8' × 10' — $480
10' × 12' — $672

$30 / TILE
—
5' × 7' — $360
8' × 10' — $900
10' × 12' — $1,260

Create your own size at FLOR.com

Create your own size at FLOR.com

Beige

Fog

Marsh

Frost
Cream

Tundra

Oyster

Among The
Wildflowers

Chalk

Titanium

Pigeon

Stratus

Truffle

Ebony

Nickel

Sage

Mahogany

Still deciding?
SAMPLE WITH
$2 SWATCHES

Coming Along
21-1345

The familiar look of woven seagrass
but in earth-friendly fibers that make it
softer and easier to maintain. Shown in
Pearl.

21-1452

Inspired by the Arts and Crafts
movement, this graphic floral
pattern evokes colors found in
meadows. Shown in Ivy.

$20 / TILE
—
5' × 7' — $240
8' × 10' — $600
10' × 12' — $840

$25 / TILE
—
5' × 7' — $300
8' × 10' — $750
10' × 12' — $1,050

Create your own size at FLOR.com

Create your own size at FLOR.com

Pearl
Ivy

Grey

Periwinkle

Chalk

Brown

Tan

Palm

Grey

FLOR tiles come in
19.7" × 19.7" squares
(50cm × 50cm)
28 F L O R . C O M | Need help with sizing? 12 tiles = 5x7 | 30 tiles = 8x10 | 42 tiles = 10x12

866.281.3567 | F L O R . C O M
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poetic comfort

Crosswise
21-1505

This elegant crosshatch pattern
rug adds subtle style and interest
to your space. Shown in Mica.
$26 / TILE
—
5' × 7' — $312
8' × 10' — $780
10' × 12' — $1,092
Create your own size at FLOR.com

Mica

Flint

Pearl

Foothills
21-1539

Detailed and distinct, this geometric
pattern in a neutral palette is a natural
centerpiece in any room. Shown in Bone.
$22 / TILE
—
5' × 7' — $264
8' × 10' — $660
10' × 12' — $924
Create your own size at FLOR.com

$26 / TILE
—
5' × 7' — $312
8' × 10' — $780
10' × 12' — $1,092
Create your own
size at FLOR.com

Trade Winds

Customize your rug to fit any
space. Use our online calculator
to determine the exact number of
tiles needed to create your dream
rug at FLOR.com/tile-calculator.

Bone

Bright White

21-1540

This soothing style brings to mind
wide open skies with a versatile pattern
perfect for every look, from boho
to mod. Shown in Bright White.
Bright White

30 F L O R . C O M |

Eggnog

Products with this icon are made with CQuest™

Eggnog

Bone

866.281.3567 | F L O R . C O M
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poetic comfort

Ticket To Ride

Hemline

21-1523

21-1524

The clean, simple lines and fine
details of this flatweave-style rug fit
right in to any room. Shown in Black.

Speckled with organic dots, this
understated neutral rug lays a stylish
foundation. Shown in Pearl.

$20 / TILE
—
5' × 7' — $240
8' × 10' — $600
10' × 12' — $840

$24 / TILE
—
5' × 7' — $288
8' × 10' — $720
10' × 12' — $1,008

Create your own size at FLOR.com

Create your own size at FLOR.com

Black

Flint/Pearl

Pigeon

Mica

Pearl

Grey/Pearl

Flint

Pearl/Grey

Flint

FLORdots hold your tiles
together, don’t stick to the floor,
and are included in every order.

Roadside Attraction

Memory Lane

21-1351

21-1535

Soft and inviting, but stands up to
heavy traffic. To dial up the design,
turn a tile to create a chevron
or diamond. Shown in Haze.

With rows of textured grooves,
this rug adds an air of relaxed
sophistication to any room.
Shown in Pearl.

$20 / TILE
—
5' × 7' — $240
8' × 10' — $600
10' × 12' — $840

$24 / TILE
—
5' × 7' — $288
8' × 10' — $720
10' × 12' — $1,008

Create your own size at FLOR.com

Create your own size at FLOR.com

Haze

Frost

Eggnog

Dew

Pearl

Pearl/Flint

Grey

Flint

Tan

Payments made easy. Learn
more at FLOR.com/affirm

32 F L O R . C O M | Shop FLOR.com/ar ras whenever you see this icon

866.281.3567 | F L O R . C O M
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EMBRACING
TOMORROW,
TODAY

Your Rug, Your Way.

Like the yarns used in our rugs, our journey to
sustainability is woven into who we are. Between
responsibly sourced materials, manufacturing powered

We believe a rug should be able to handle daily life and do it with style.
The secret to our good looks is individual carpet tiles. If you want to update the
style or change the size, no problem. Just replace a few tiles, not the whole rug.

by renewable energy, and carbon negative rug backing
technology, our environmentally friendly rugs look
beautiful in your home while being good to the Earth.

SAMPLES
See a style you like? Order
our 6" samples for $2 each.
Visit FLOR.com/samples
to get started.

Rug Backings That Give Back

ORDER
Once you place your order,
most ship within 2 business
days and arrive to your home
in 5–7 business days.

FLOR partners with Aquafil, who recycles
used nylon into beautiful yarns for our area
rugs. Aquafil’s regenerated ECONYL® nylon
is the same as brand-new nylon but
doesn’t utilize new resources.

FLORDOTS
These adhesives stick to the
bottom of each tile, not to
your floor. With only two
components, one person
can assemble the rug.

STANDARD &
CUSTOM SIZES
Select a standard rug size or
enter your room dimensions into
our tile calculator for a custom
size. FLOR tiles are 19.7" or
50cm square. Visit us online
at FLOR.com/tile-calculator.

Cuts can help you get
the best look for your
space. Each cut is $3.50
per tile. We also offer
complimentary design
services by phone or email.

EASY INSTALLATION

Payments made easy with

CONTACT US

For all questions and design inquiries,
contact FLOR Customer Care.
Monday-Friday, 10am to 6pm ET
Phone: 866.281.3567
Email: support@FLOR.com

At FLOR, Earth Day is Every Day

GUARANTEE
FLOR warranty covers manufacturer’s defects
in product for one full year from purchase date.
You may return for refund or replacement of the
same item. Dye lots, colors, and styles are subject
to change. We recommend purchasing a few
extra tiles in case one becomes damaged beyond
repair. To learn more visit FLOR.com/warranty.

create with carbon

Learn more at FLOR.com/responsible
34 F L O R . C O M | Need inspiration? #myFLOR

10 ' x 12'

30 tiles

42 tiles

CUTTING
SERVICES

CQuest™GB | CQuest™Bio | CQuest™BioX

a natural fit

8 ' x 10'

12 tiles

Half Cut

Quad Cut

Sixteenth Cut

Third Cut

Diagonal Cut

Quarter Cut

Arc Cut

Ninth Cut

Arc Remnant

EASY CLEANING
The tiles come apart for easy
cleaning—just loosen the
FLORdot, rinse tile in your
sink, and put it back in place.

All of our rug backings are, at minimum, carbon neutral.
But now, we offer three new backings that are designed to move
beyond carbon neutral and toward a carbon negative future.

live zero

5 ' x 7'

act for the future

PRIVACY
Occasionally we make our mailing list available to
other companies. If you’d prefer to opt out of these
mailings, please contact Customer Care. View our
full policy at FLOR.com/privacy.

ADHESIVE FLORDOTS

RINSE STAINS EASILY

. To learn more go to FLOR.com/affirm.

INSTALLATION
FLOR can be installed indoors over clean, hard,
dry surfaces and smooth, fully cured, sealed
concrete floors. FLOR cannot be installed
outdoors; over carpet or padding; on surfaces
with solvent-based sealers; on hand-painted
surfaces or those with vintage varnishes; or on
unfinished wax floors. FLORdots come with every
order but you can always order more: 12 FLORdots
cost $5 and can be ordered online or over the
phone. To learn more visit FLOR.com/install.
RETURNS & REFUNDS
We want you to love your FLOR. If you are not
satisfied with your purchase, we will accept
returns of unused items in original condition
with a valid proof of purchase within 30 days
of customer receipt. Return shipping and any
subsequent damages from return shipping are
the responsibility of the purchaser. A refusal or
cancellation of shipment is liable for return and
original shipping costs, as well as a 15% restocking
fee. Products sold as a set (e.g., Signature Rugs)
must be returned as a complete set.

FLOR cannot accept merchandise purchased
through a distributor/retailer/vendor or their
returns. Please contact the distributor/retailer/
vendor directly. FLOR outlet products are
nonrefundable. Samples and gift cards cannot
be returned for a refund. All FLOR custom-cut
orders are final. Cutting fees are nonrefundable.
PRICES & SALES TAX
Prices in the catalog and on FLOR.com are
in U.S. dollars and do not include sales tax
or shipping. Availability, pricing, and delivery
rates are subject to change. Taxes may apply.
For Canadian shipments, all taxes, duties, and
brokerage fees may apply. Commercial and
contract orders may be subject to different pricing.
CATALOG & EMAIL
Sign up to receive our catalog or emails at
FLOR.com. If you no longer wish to receive
our catalog, please unsubscribe by visiting
FLOR.com/unsubscribe or by contacting
Customer Care.

SHIPPING & DELIVERY
Your order will arrive in oversized pizza boxes;
most ship within two business days and arrive to
your home in 5-7 business days. All FLOR tiles ship
for $2 each in the continental U.S. Additional costs
apply for expedited shipping or shipping outside
of the continental U.S. Orders to Alaska, Hawaii,
and Puerto Rico are eligible for next-day and
second-day air. For Canadian orders, customs
charges, brokerage charges, duties, and taxes
may apply. Shipping costs are nonrefundable.
Orders of 175+ tiles may require up to 8 weeks
to ship. For commercial and contract orders,
please visit FLOR.com/commercial. FLOR
does not ship to APO addresses. No CODs.
Certain restrictions and exclusions apply.
TERMS & CONDITIONS
All terms and conditions subject
to change without notice.
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TROPICAL
DAZE
Relish in a mix of globally inspired
patterns crafted with gem-colored
pigments for a rich in-home
experience that will have you
forgetting this isn’t a vacation.

Open Invitation
21-1543

Come one, come all. This sisalinspired style comes in neutral and
fun colors to be enjoyed by anyone,
anywhere. Shown in Turquoise.
$20 / TILE
—
5' × 7' — $240
8' × 10' — $600
10' × 12' — $840
Create your own size at FLOR.com
36 F L O R . C O M | Need inspiration? #myFLOR

Turquoise

Bone

Grey

Flannel Blue

Splish Splash
21-1529

Cobalt

Indigo

Blush

Orange

Black

Stone/Mica

Tundra/Dune

Pearl/Eggnog

Inspired by vibrant watercolor paintings, this
versatile abstract patterned rug features a
sophisticated yet colorful palette. Shown in Teal.

Teal

Lapis

Berry

$28 / TILE
5' × 7' — $336, 8' × 10' — $840, 10' × 12' — $1,176
866.281.3567 | F L O R . C O M
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tropical daze

Be Cool

Upcycle

21-1458

21-1399

Inspired by a traditional weaving
technique, this style’s handmade
look adds a unique texture to
any room. Shown in Teal.

A stripe that’s as unique as it is
sturdy, making it a great choice
for active spaces. Shown in Teal.
$14 / TILE
—
5' × 7' — $168
8' × 10' — $420
10' × 12' — $588

$16 / TILE
—
5' × 7' — $192
8' × 10' — $480
10' × 12' — $672

Create your own size at FLOR.com

Create your own size at FLOR.com

Teal

Red

Copper

Cobalt

Kiwi

Frost

Skyfall

Lilting

21-1480

21-1425

Why not shoot for the stars? Give your
space the Mid-Century treatment with
a vintage design reminiscent of
a sparkling night sky. Shown in Chalk.

Designed to capture the image of
sound rippling over a still body
of water, this pattern is texturally
complex and visually stunning.
Shown in Grey, Marigold, Berry, and Teal.

$25 / TILE
—
5' × 7' — $300
8' × 10' — $750
10' × 12' — $1,050

Teal

Granite

Fawn

Maize

Lime

Magenta

Orange

Purple

Mink

Blue Jay

Raffia

$34 / TILE
—
5' × 7' — $408
8' × 10' — $1,020
10' × 12' — $1,428

Create your own size at FLOR.com

Create your own size at FLOR.com

Chalk

Flint

Eggnog

Turquoise
Grey

Marigold

Berry

Teal

Multi

Mahogany

Moss

Granite

Cobalt

FLOR rugs in your entry
are a great way to greet
your guests with style!

Signature Rug

Hope Blossoms
63-2056

$290-$1,392
Available in one color, four sizes.

38 F L O R . C O M |

Products with this icon are made with CQuest™
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Dappled Daylight

21-1544

21-1446

Get lost in this labyrinth style featuring
subtle diamonds and bouclé-like weave
that will have you feeling perfectly
knotty. Shown in Pearl/Flint.

This timeless look is versatile
enough to blend with any color.
But the bold contrasts make it a
pattern that’s more than capable
of standing out. Shown in Teal.

$24 / TILE
—
5' × 7' — $288
8' × 10' — $720
10' × 12' — $1,008

tropical daze

Knotting Hem

$24 / TILE
—
5' × 7' — $288
8' × 10' — $720
10' × 12' — $1,008

Create your own size at FLOR.com

Create your own size at FLOR.com

Pearl/Flint

Pearl/Grey

Flint/Pearl
Teal

Titanium

Black

Pigeon

Cobalt

Peat

Marigold

Savile Row

Tailored Touch

21-1541

21-1450

Button up your space with a rug inspired
by the namesake London street famous
for bespoke menswear. Shown in Cobalt.

Keep the space relaxed and inviting
with this nubby, speckled Berber style.
Shades of color blend in a subtle way
through each loop, giving it depth
and interest. Shown in Light Blue.

$24 / TILE
—
5' × 7' — $288
8' × 10' — $720
10' × 12' — $1,008
Create your own size at FLOR.com

$24 / TILE
—
5' × 7' — $288
8' × 10' — $720
10' × 12' — $1,008
Create your own size at FLOR.com

Cobalt

Titanium

Berry

Light Blue

Natural

Kiwi

Charcoal

Coral

Linen

Clementine

Black

FLOR tiles come in
19.7" × 19.7" squares
(50cm × 50cm)
40 F L O R . C O M | Need inspiration? #myFLOR
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tropical daze

To Dye For
21-1536

This refined tie-dye rug is inspired
by Shibori, an ancient Japanese
dyeing technique. Shown in Bone.
$24 / TILE
—
5' × 7' — $288
8' × 10' — $720
10' × 12' — $1,008
Create your own size at FLOR.com

Bone

Indigo

Still deciding?
SAMPLE WITH
$2 SWATCHES

Reoriented
21-1320

A nod to the classic Oriental rug—
using bold colors and surprising
arrangements to make this pattern
shine in any space. Shown in Teal.
$22 / TILE
—

5' × 7' — $264
8' × 10' — $660
10' × 12' — $924

Heaven Sent
21-1363

The beveled edges of this style give
it an elevated sense of sophistication.
But its soft, looped texture makes
it the perfect foundation for any
room. Shown in Bone and Black.
Not eligible for cutting services.

$18 / TILE
—

5' × 7' — $216
8' × 10' — $540
10' × 12' — $756
Create your own size at FLOR.com
42 F L O R . C O M | Our carpet tiles measure 19.7" (50cm) square

Create your own size at FLOR.com
Bone

Black

Persimmon

Indigo

Maize

Tangerine

Magenta

Light Blue

Marigold

Teal

Pearl

Frost

Grey

Kiwi

Teal

Spa

Spice

Blush

Flannel Blue

Blue Jay

Tidal

Purple

Titanium

Smoke

Slate

Indigo

Blue

Grey

Chartreuse

Flint

Pigeon

Lavender

Pink

Pepper

866.281.3567 | F L O R . C O M
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JUST
PEACHY
Move over, blush—salmon is the new pink.
From coral to spice, these soft hues make a
neutral foundation that’s anything but boring.

Terrain
21-1534

Let’s get graphic. This rug takes
inspiration from abstract art to add
show-stopping design in a neutral
palette that’s versatile enough
for any space. Shown in Pearl.
$28 / TILE
—
5' × 7' — $336
8' × 10' — $840

10' × 12' — $1,176
Create your own size at FLOR.com

Pearl

Chalk

44 F L O R . C O M | Need inspiration? #myFLOR

$30-$32 / TILE
—
5' × 7' — $360-$384
8' × 10' — $900-$960
10' × 12' — $1,260-$1,344
Create your own size at FLOR.com

Vintage Vibe
21-1385

The diamond pattern features subtle
imperfections to honor the ancient
Moroccan weaving technique it
mimics. Available with metallic
accents—or not. Shown in Cream.

Cream

Coral

Kiwi

Clementine

Nickel

Ebony

Light Blue

Chalk/Silver

Flint/Silver

Shadow/Silver

866.281.3567 | F L O R . C O M
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just peachy
Signature Rug

Retro Shag
63-2052

$353-$1,265
Available in two colors, five sizes.

Tuxedo Pocket

In The Deep

21-1451

Like the grooves of a vinyl record, this
rug shows off subtle hatchings with
style and confidence without being
too showy. Available with metallic
accents—or not. Shown in Shadow/Gold.
$24-$28 / TILE
—

5' × 7' — $288-$336
8' × 10' — $720-$840
10' × 12' — $1,008-$1,176
Create your own size at FLOR.com
46 F L O R . C O M | 866.281.3567

21-1403

Shadow/Gold

Black/Gold

Bone/Gold

Peat

Teal

Grey

Marigold

Black

Pearl

Indigo/Gold

Cobalt

Shag has become a stylish, modern
standard. Deep and cozy, it’s easy to
clean and feels comfy underfoot. Shown
in Bone, Maize, Eggnog, and Clementine
with Made You Look in Coral, pg. 6.
$24 / TILE
—

5' × 7' — $288
8' × 10' — $720
10' × 12' — $1,008
Create your own size at FLOR.com

Bone

Maize

Eggnog

Clementine

Black

Pewter

Sterling

Frost

Sunny

Frost/Bone

Flannel Blue

Tidal

Eggnog/Bone

Kiwi

Cobalt

Cobalt/Bone

Pink

Seafoam

Surf

Titanium

Fog

Persimmon

Black/Bone

Black/Slate

Slate

Mink

866.281.3567 | F L O R . C O M
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just peachy

Down To Earth

Mod Cafe

21-1402

21-1447

Rugged in look, soft in texture.
The subtle color variations found in
nature are a textural feast for the eyes
and toes. This style works well with
Urban Nature. Shown in Orange.

Space-age modern takes center stage
with a rug that uses bold graphics in
muted shades to bring the right amount
of retro to a room. Shown in Natural.

$24 / TILE
—
5' × 7' — $288
8' × 10' — $720
10' × 12' — $1,008

$26 / TILE
—
5' × 7' — $312
8' × 10' — $780
10' × 12' — $1,092
Create your own size at FLOR.com

Create your own size at FLOR.com

Tangerine

Stone

Caribbean

Marigold

Lichen

Bone

Grass

Charcoal

Natural

Linen

Black

Brown

Charcoal

Flannel

Raffia

Sisal

Persimmon

Morning Coffee

Like Minded

21-1039

21-1379

A signature blend of varied colors and
loop yarns for a rich and robust surface
that will perk up the most demanding
spaces. Shown in Half & Half.

Super cheery and equally cozy,
it’s a rug that pairs well with other,
thicker styles and creates a charming
area rug on its own. Shown in Burgundy.

$14 / TILE
—
5' × 7' — $168
8' × 10' — $420
10' × 12' — $588

$18 / TILE
—
5' × 7' — $216
8' × 10' — $540
10' × 12' — $756

Create your own size at FLOR.com

Create your own size at FLOR.com

Half & Half

Decaf

Dark Roast

Espresso

Latte

Mocha

Burgundy

Grey

Green

Teal

Pink

Say goodbye to cold feet with
an arrangement that allows
enough space to step out of bed
and onto a soft, inviting rug.

48 F L O R . C O M | Need inspiration? #myFLOR
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just peachy

It’s Snow Problem
21-1412

This multilevel loop style is a
quiet delight any time of year.
Makes a great neutral area rug for
the comfort and traffic of living
rooms and dens. Shown in Bone.
$22 / TILE
—
5' × 7' — $264
8' × 10' — $660
10' × 12' — $924
Create your own size at FLOR.com

Bone

Pearl

Chalk

Grey

Frost

Rush Street
21-1440

With elegant stripes and a short
weave, this rug is right at home
in busy rooms. Shown in Haze.
$12 / TILE
—
5' × 7' — $144
8' × 10' — $360
10' × 12' — $504

Signature Rug

Suit Yourself
Quarter Border
63-1738

$155-$597

Create your own size at FLOR.com

Available in 14 colors, three sizes.

$16 / TILE
—
5' × 7' — $192
8' × 10' — $480
10' × 12' — $672
Create your own
size at FLOR.com

Suit Yourself

Raffia

Flax

Linen

Slate

Storm

Pumice

Aloe

Pewter

Nimbus

Titanium

Granite

Haze

Tan

Navy

Sage

Black

Iron

Grey

21-1318

The distinctive look of sisal with a subtle
herringbone pattern offered in a natureinspired neutral palette, well suited for any
space. Shown in Raffia with a quarter cut
border of Made You Look in Coral, pg. 6.

50 F L O R . C O M | Need help with sizing? 12 tiles = 5x7 | 30 tiles = 8x10 | 42 tiles = 10x12
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FLOR
1280 West Peachtree St NW
Atlanta, GA 30309
866.281.3567

Source Code

FLORsquares

FLOR

FLORsquares

FLORsquares

Inspiration awaits at #myFLOR

Customer Number

Order online at F L O R . C O M or call 866.281.3567
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